Let bp(+K v ) be the minimum number of complete bipartite subgraphs needed to partition the edge set of +K v , the complete multigraph with + edges between each pair of its v vertices. Many papers have examined bp(+K v ) for v 2+. For each + and v with v 2+, it is shown here that if certain Hadamard and conference matrices exist, then bp(+K v ) must be one of two numbers. Also, generalizations to decompositions and covers by complete s-partite subgraphs are discussed and connections to designs and codes are presented.
Throughout the paper, +K v denotes the complete multigraph with v 2 vertices and + edges between each pair of distinct vertices. A biclique in +K v is a simple complete bipartite subgraph. A biclique decomposition of +K v is a collection of bicliques whose edge sets partition the edge set of +K v . The biclique decomposition number of +K v , denoted bp(+K v ), is the minimum number of bicliques needed in a biclique decomposition of +K v . Minimum biclique decompositions of #K v and of +K v together give a biclique decomposition of (#++) K v . Therefore, bp((#++) K v ) bp(#K v )+bp(+K v ).
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Also, a minimum biclique decomposition of +K v induces a biclique decomposition of +K v&1 . Therefore,
A result of Graham and Pollak [3] gives bp(K v )=v&1 (see also Orlin [8, p . 421] and Tverberg [10] ). Using a technique in [10] , Pritikin [9] showed in 1986 that bp(+K v ) v&1.
An edge counting argument gives another lower bound: Divide +( v 2 ), the number of edges in +K v , by WvÂ2X wvÂ2x , the maximum number of edges in a biclique, to get bp(+K v ) \ (+, v) where \(+, v)=2+&
Note that v&1 \(+, v) if and only if v 2+. In 1993, de Caen et al. [1] (see also, Huang [5] ) examined bp(+K v ) for v 2+ and conjectured that, for each +, the equality bp(+K v )=v&1 holds whenever v is sufficiently large.
In this paper, we examine bp(+K v ) for v 2+. A correspondence between matrices and collections of bicliques will be used often. A (vertex-biclique) incidence matrix of a collection of bicliques B 1 , B 2 , ..., B r , is a v by r matrix B with entries b ij # [ &1, 0, 1] where b ij =0 if vertex i is not in biclique B j . The entries 1 and &1 in column j distinguish the two parts of biclique B j . A family of bicliques in +K v is a biclique decomposition of +K v if and only if each pair of rows in an associated vertex-biclique incidence matrix have oppositely signed nonzero entries in exactly + positions.
The following example of equality in (4) was observed in [1, p. 97 ] (see also [12, Prob. 18G(2)]). A Hadamard matrix of order n is an n by n matrix H with entries in [1, &1] , such that HH T =nI. Such a matrix must have order n=1, 2 or n#0 (mod 4). The Hadamard conjecture (see, for example, [12, p. 173] ) asserts that a Hadamard matrix of order n=4k exists for every integer k 1.
A Hadamard matrix of order 4k exists if and only if bp(2kK 4k )=4k&1.
The proof of necessity in Example 1 (see [1, p. 97 ] for a complete argument) is based on the observation that a Hadamard matrix H of order 4k may be normalized so that the first column is all ones. Deleting this column leaves a 4k by 4k&1 incidence matrix H of a decomposition of 2kK 4k into 4k&1 bicliques. Consequently, if a Hadamard matrix of order 4k exists then bp(2kK 4k ) 4k&1. Equality follows from inequality (4 Deleting the first column of the matrix H above and the 2k rows of H with first entry equal to 1, leaves a 2k by 4k&2 matrix B such that every two rows of B have oppositely signed entries in exactly 2k positions. Thus B is an incidence matrix of a decomposition of 2kK 2k into 4k&2 bicliques. Therefore, if + is even and a Hadamard matrix of order 2+ exists, then bp(+K + ) 2+&2. But, \(+, v)=2+&2 if and only if +Â3<WvÂ2X +Â2. Thus inequalities (2) and (4) imply the following lemma. 
Here, * is even, v 2: 2*, and WvÂ2X=:>*Â3. Thus, by Lemmas 1 and 2, if a Hadamard matrix of order 2*=2+&4k: exists, then
. When + is odd, the biclique partition number is more elusive: improvements of the lower bound (4) are needed. A biclique cover of +K v is a collection of bicliques such that each edge of +K v is in at least one of the bicliques. The biclique cover number of +K v , denoted bc(+K v ), is the minimum number of bicliques needed in a biclique cover of +K v . Since every decomposition is a cover,
Lemma 3. bc(+K v ) bc((++1) K v )&1 with equality when + is odd.
Proof. Removing one biclique from a biclique cover of (++1) K v leaves a biclique cover of +K v since at most one edge is removed between each pair of vertices. Thus, the inequality holds.
It remains to show that bc((++1) K v ) bc(+K v )+1 for odd +. Suppose B is a v by bc(+K v ) incidence matrix of a minimum biclique cover of +K v . Since a biclique cover remains a cover if any biclique is increased into a spanning biclique, we may assume that the entries of B are in [1, &1] . Form a v by bc(+K v )+1 matrix B by appending a final 1 or &1 to each row of B so that the number of 1's in each row of B is even. Since + is odd and each pair of rows of B disagree in at least + positions, each pair of rows of B must disagree in at least ++1 positions. Thus B is an incidence matrix for a biclique cover of (++1) K v . Therefore, bc((++1) K v ) bc(+K v )+1. K Lemma 3 and inequality (5) imply the following improvement of the lower bound (4) when + is odd.
We
0's on the diagonal, 1 or &1 in each off-diagonal position, and with the property CC T =(n&1) I. Such a matrix must have even order. If a conference matrix C of order n#0 (mod 4) exists, then C can be chosen to be antisymmetric. In that case, C+I is a Hadamard matrix (see for example [12, p. 174 
The proof of Example 2 is similar to that of Example 1. As in the Hadamard case, a conference matrix C can be normalized so that its first column is a 0 followed by 1's, and its first row is a 0 followed by &1's. Removing the first column leaves an incidence matrix C of a decomposition of +K 2++2 into 2++1 bicliques. Thus, bp(+K 2++2 ) 2++1. Equality follows by an application of inequality (3) .
Note that each column of C has one zero entry, + entries equal to 1 and ++1 entries equal to &1. Thus deleting the first column of C and the + rows of C with first entry equal to 1, leaves a ++2 by 2+ matrix B such that each pair of rows of B has oppositely signed nonzero entries in exactly + positions. Thus B is the incidence matrix of a decomposition of +K ++2 into 2+ bicliques. Therefore, bp(+K ++2 ) 2+. If + is odd, equality holds by Lemma 4. Thus, we have the following example. Determining the exact value of bp(+K v ) when + is odd can be difficult even if the conjectured Hadamard and conference matrices are assumed to exist. For all odd +, the equalities bp(+K 2 )=+=\(++1, 2)&1 and bp(+K 3 )= For currently known values of bp(+K v ) for 2 v 25 and 1 + 16, see Table I . Entries for v 2+ (and v 2++2 when + is odd) were discussed in this paper. The remaining entries are based on results of de Caen, Gregory and Pritikin [1] . In particular, Table 4 and the inequalities 
If the Hadamard conjecture is true, inequality (5) and Theorem 1 imply that bc(+K v )=bp(+K v )=\(+, v) when + is even and v 2+. Little has been said about biclique covers because, if the bicliques are chosen to be spanning, a cover may be regarded as a binary code. A binary (r, v, +)-code C is a set of v r-tuples with entries from [0, 1] such that each pair of r-tuples (codewords) differ in at least + positions. Replacing 0's by &1's, C may be regarded as the rows of an incidence matrix for a cover of +K v by r spanning bicliques. Consequently, statements in coding theory correspond to statements about biclique covers. For example, bc(+K v ) is the smallest r for which a binary (r, v, +)-code exists. Also, Lemma 4 corresponds to a result on the parity check extension of a binary (r, v, +)-code, + odd [7, p. 27 ], while inequality (5) corresponds to the (binary) Plotkin bound [7, p. 41] . The inequality
is stronger than inequality (5) for v large and corresponds to the (binary) Singleton bound [7, p. 319] . Equality holds in (6) Some of the results and observations in this paper extend naturally to covers and to decompositions of +K v by complete s-partite subgraphs. For example, the minimum number of complete s-partite subgraphs needed to cover +K v , denoted mc s (+K v ), is equal to the smallest r for which an s-ary (r, v, +)-code exists [11, p. 64 ]. Here an s-partite graph is allowed to have s or fewer parts. For details and additional results, please see [11] . The inequality
is equivalent to the Singleton bound [11, p. 65] . In turn, the Singleton bound is a special case of Lemma 6 below with G=+K v . Equality is always attained in Lemma 6 for simple graphs [4] .
Lemma 6. Let G be a multigraph with at least + edges between each pair of adjacent vertices and let /(G) be the chromatic number of G. Then at least Wlog s /(G)X++&1 s-partite subgraphs (not necessarily complete) are needed to cover the edge set of G.
Proof. Let V 1 , V 2 , ..., V k be a partition of V(G) into k=/(G) sets of independent vertices. If the vertices in each set V i are identified to a single vertex, then each cover of G by s-partite subgraphs induces a cover of +K k by s-partite subgraphs. Since the latter may be assumed to be complete, the number of subgraphs is at least mc s (+K k ) and the lemma follows by inequality (7) . K Let mp s (+K v ) be the minimum number of complete s-partite subgraphs needed in a decomposition of +K v . Dividing the number of edges in +K v by the maximum number of edges in a complete s-partite graph [12, p. 30 [6] ) generalizes Example 1 since a Hadamard matrix of order 4n is equivalent to an affine RBIBD(4n, 2n, 4n&1, 2n&1). 
